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Abstract. We present two semantics for the COSY path expressions with a priority relation: the 
first proposed by Shields ( 1979) and the other by Janicki (1984). A decomposition theorem for 
both is proved. A new formal semantics for the priority path is propor;~d. It is LXE~ on the 
decomposit.on of the priority relation. 
1. Introduction 
Control is one of the central problems in studies of concurrent systems and 
programs. It is inherent in conflict resolution, scheduling, synchronization program 
semantics, wherever decisions concerning choices are made. Two approaches to the 
control can be distinguished: application of certain control rules (queues, priorities, 
choice of maximal sets of concurrently performable actions, etc.) and controls which 
as restrictions of the behaviour in order to enforce properties like 
oidance, termination and fairness. Some notions can appear under both 
spects: for instance the control by priority realizing some properties, such as absence 
of partial system starvation, which will be presented in this paper. 
In the Petri net approach, control means control of transition 
restriction of the usual firing rule or a special ing strategy such as 
nets [6,93 and nets with inhibitor arcs [9], ing under occurrences of 
ents [ 161, firing by maximum strategy [2, 171 or using queue regim 
ter istic automata [IS]. 
The general definitions of control sic introduced and a 
r presents a met od for formal specification oft 
a priority relation among syste 
is introduced to solve conflicts bet 
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model we will use the COSY path expression formalism. It has been developed to 
a !i;gh level of sophistication. Furthermore, a computer based environment, called 
BCS and based on the COSY formalism, has been recentiy implemented. 
The COSY (the abbreviation of Concurrent System) expressions were introduced 
by Lauer to model concurrent behaviour. Most computer science problems have a 
representation in COSY notation. The semantics of the concurrent path system 
COSY is well known. Its behaviour is closed under the prefix operation. 
In [5] Campbell has introduced a separator “c” between actions. The statement 
a < b is interpreted as follows: b might occur, then choose K’. 
The operator “<” defined a fixed relation between actions. Using only informal 
(intuitive) meaning of this operator, the starvation problem can be solved [ 121. Two 
formal semantics of path systems with the priority relation have been made: the 
first by Shields [21] and the second by Janicki [8]. They have shown that the 
behaviour of the path system with the priority relation sometimes is not closed 
under the prefix operation. The priority relation changes the set of vector firing 
sequences of the path because it changes the independence relation. 
To avoid the definition of priority between the independent actions, Shields has 
required the priority to be transitive. Unfortunately, this assumption is not sufficient 
for closing the set of behaviours (i.e. the set of partial orders of possible action 
firing) under the prefix operation. It was natural for Shields that a path with a 
priority should generate the set of partial orders of action firing closed under prefix. 
Shields has called that priority. which does not secure the above condition, ill- 
defined. 
Janicki’s system is based on ShL g. ’ semantics. He gave away the assumption of 
transitivity of priority relation and did not assume the closing under prefix. His 
semantics is wider but the behaviour of the paths is sometimes very difficult to 
analyze, especially in the case when the priority path does not generate the set of 
pa.tiIai orders of action firing closed under the prefix. The main difference between 
the two semantics is that the ill-defined priority from Shields’ one is permitted in 
Janicki’s one. But the problem of when the priority changes the independence so 
that the behaviour is not closed under prefix, has not yet been solved. 
Examples of paths, which do not generate the partial order of action firing closed 
under the prefix operation have been done, but the genera! conditions are not yet 
known. ln this paper the sufficient condition which guarantees that the action firing 
is a partial order closed under the prefix operation will be proved. This condition 
is not necessary, but from it we can conclude when the priority path system can 
generate the behaviour closed under the prefix operation. To examine if the behaviour 
is closed under prefix, the decomposition of the path onto subsystems shculd be 
performed. 
The paper starts with an introduction to the basic COSY concepts. In Section 4 
the already known semantics are presented. The main theorem about decomposition 
of the priority relation is proved in Section 5. The new semantics, based on the 
decomposition theorem, is introduced in Section 7. Its main advantages are: 
(1) prioriiy is considered as a union of simple elementary subrelations that are 
easier to analyze; 
(2) behaviour of the priority system can be described in a simple way by inter- 
section of behaviours of the set of elementary priority subsystems. 
2. Introduction into COSY formalism 
COSY is a formalism intended to simplify the study of the synchronic aspects of 
concurrent systems where possible by abstracting away from all aspects of the 
systems except those concerning synchronization. 
A basic COSY path program, or a generalized path, is a collection of single paths 
enclosed in program and endprogram parentheses. A single path is a regular 
expression enclosed by path and end. 
Let us consider the simple example. Letters a, b, c, . . . will be the names of system 
actions. We will abstract from the meaning of these actions. Only the structure of 
the path system will be considered. 
Example 
P = program 
path a; b, c end 
path (d; e)“; b end 
endprogram 
In every regular expression like the above, the semicolon denotes the sequence 
(concatenation), and the comma denotes the mutually exclusive choice. The comma 
binds stronger than the semicolon, so that the expression “a; 6, c” means “first a, 
then either b or c”. An expression may be enclosed in conventional parentheses 
with the Kleene star appended, as for instance “(d; e)*” which means that the 
internal sequence of actions may be executed zero or more times, The expression 
appearing between path and end is implicitly so enclosed that the single path describes 
the cyclic sequences of actions. The synchronization among paths is due to the 
common actions (“b” in the above example). Every single path describes a sequential 
subsystem. A formal description of the COSY syntax may be found for instance in 
15, 1043, 15,201 
Let us consider a simple example, the first reader-writer problem. This problem 
[ 121 may be formulated as follows. 
Example. Consider a system which consists of a single resource with read and write 
operators and a set of “reader” and “writer” processes which repeatedly use the 
operations “read from” and “write to” the resource, respectively. It is allowed that 
any number of readers may use the resource concurrently, but each w,rit,er must 
have the exclusive use of it. Moreover, no writer can jointly use the resource with 
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a reader. Furthermore, no reader sho 
II esource. 
A COSY specification 0 the first reader- 
writers is given by the generalized path PRw: 
unless a writer is using t 
f readers and n 
write,, writez, . . , , w~~t~~~~ tea 
write, 9 write?, . . . , writeup, read-, e 
write,, writez, . . . , write,, read, e 
In this case every singie path represents t e viewpoint of a particular reader. 
The semantics of the generalized paths ca e described by means of vectors of 
strings (an approach initiated by 
With every single path P= we associate its set of operations 
Ops(P). As pointed out abov “body” may be treated as a standard regular 
expression. The only differences are: replace “w” by “,“, use “;” to denote 
concatenation and assume that the mutually exclusive choice binds stronger than 
concatenation (in the traditionai notation the opposite assumption is made). Thus 
for instance ‘22; b, c” is equivalent to “a@ w c)” according to the traditional 
nntatian ..Y_M...V.‘. 
For every regular expression E, let (E denotes the regular language described 
by ii. 
For every sing ath P= nguage of body is called the set of 
cycles of P and denoted by Cyc( P), i.e. 
Cyc( P) = (Ibodyl)“. 
For every alphabet A, and every language L E A* 
Pref( L) = (x I(3y E A*) xy E L}. 
he set of firi sequences of P will be CQ strutted from the set Cyc( P) and denoted 
bY FS(P) 
S(P) = Pref( Cyc( P)). 
The set FS( P) is the set of sequar b ,ces of operation exec tions permitted by the single 
neralized (or simpl 
is a sing 
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To model the non-sequential 
operation executions, which ar 
constructed. 
A vector (x, , . . . , x,,) is a possible beh 
i=I,..., M, is a possible firing sequence of 
the number and the execution order 
ible behaviours, or histories of 
a concatenation operatio 
Let us consider the set Ops( P, )* x l - 
(Y, , . . ., yn) belong to the above set, th 
vectors of ste 
rs (x,, . . . , A.,,) and 
and, for i = 1,. . . , n, let 
hi : Ops( P)* -3 Ops( Pj) 
be an erasing homomorphism given by: 
WQ hops), hi(Q) = 
{ 
Q if 0 EOpS(Pi), 
E if Q gOps(p,j 
I 9 
where E denotes the empty string. 
Let _ : Ops(Pj* 3 Op( P,)* x . l l x Ops( P,)” be a mapping defined as follows: 
(VXE ~P~m”), x = Mx), - ’ l , h(x)). 
In other words, _ = tt, 0. l l @ h,. 
The set Vops(P) = { a a E Ops( P)} is called the set of vector operations of P 1 
For each string x E Ops( P)* we have x E Vops( P)*. 
The set of all possible behaviours or histories of P, called the vectorjking sequences 
of P, and denoted by VFS(P), is defined by the followin 
VFS(P) = (FS(P,) x l .+FS(P,))nVops( 
The set FS(PI) x l l l x FS( P,,) in the above definition guarantees that each stri 
compan xi (of the history x = (x, , . . . , 
path Pi. e set Vops( P)* is responsible for the synchronizatio 
i.e. guarantees that all these firing sequences agree on the number an 
execution of the rations they share. 
x Ops( P) be the following rslatio 
The relation ind is called the independence relation. Note that 
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n of ind implies that only indep 
concurrently. Mowever, inde 
9y about dynamic 
. . .&. We say that 
pEVFS(P)) (VjilE ps(P)” (3VE Vo r, )*I Xya E VFS( P). 
P is adequate ifI every istory ,Ir of P may e continued eventu 99y enabling every 
n to absence o 
g the verification of operties of generalized 
and others. For more details the reader is advised to refer to [5,8, 11, U]. 
The apparatus presented above turned cient to characierize many 
aspects of systems specified by generaliz e present the extension of 
the above approach made by Janicki 
Let B = P, . . . P81 be a generalized p s ZoP”” be the fo!lowing 
family of sets of operations: 
A E Ind( P) :N ((Vq or (a, 6) 5 ind)). 
er words elements of Ind( P) are clio 
:{a,, . . . , 
endence relation. 9f A = 
for any permutation i, , . . . , ic,, so we can write 4 = g, . . . gk. 
For every 3 E VFS( P) the operation a E ps( P) is said to be enabled at 3 iff 
(Vi = 1,. . . , n) aEOps(P) * (BE, 
eration a E Ops( P) is enable to fire iff it is enable 
to which it belongs. 
or every x E VFS( P), let enabled(x) 
8. For every x E VFS( P), the set of inde 
c~~c~~~e~t~~? enabled at g iff every a E . 
operations concurrently enabled at 3 
g E VFS( P) 
es the set of a91 operations enabled at 
nt operations A E Ind( P) is said to be 
abled at 3. The 
denoted by En 
nab?ed(s) -7 {A r’ M(P) I( ) a E enabled(x)). 
Now the two relations: S, C s Vo 
ing way: 
)” can be define 
a E enabled(x)) y - ~a), 
nabled( -1’ = xA). 
relations S and C are mile : sequential ~e~~~~~~i~i~y in nne step an 
rc? Mity in one step, respectiv 
The following equation has bedn proved [ 
VFS(O)=;~~#!x~=(& C-*x}. 
In the standard CGSk sysrf=nt the fol!owing equations 
It will be shown that, in general, the above conditions do not hold in the path 
system with a priority relation. 
riority relation 
Campbell in his thesis on path expressions [S] has introduced a separator “>“’ 
between actions. This operator may be used in a path wherever a comma is use 
“path a > b en *’ means that in case of the conflict between the operations a an 
6, this conflict is always resolved in favor of a. 
We shall add to COSY notation, similarly as in I, a separate specification of 
the priority rule. We shall write, for instance, 
if the operations a and b (or/and, c and d) are both enabled and in conflict then 
a (c) is always chosen; “a < b” is equivalent to “b > 0”. 
4.1. Shields’ d&nition o_f priority relation [21] 
The first attempt to a formal definition of the meaning of the “9 was ma 
Shields [21]. We will present his basic ideas. 
Let P = P, . . . P,l be a generalized path. 
exe is a relation (called mutual exclusion) defined as fokws: 
(a,b)Eexc:ea#b & ( 
A priority relation em a path P is a relation <CO ) such that: 
(1) < is irreflexive: a < b 
(2) < is transitive: a < 6 
behaviour of the ptiority pa 
following way: VFS 
e see0 
~~fo~~~ate~y, as 
given the followin 
uence ca is a possi ehaviour of f, but QC is 
not, i.e. ca E VFS( P, < $ and ae e VFS( P, <). The problem is that here ca_ = ae. 
analyzed the Shields” example and sha t it can be met in practice. 
second reader-writer problem as state y Latter and Shiel 
of readers and writers was restrict 
interpreted as “pre ng a message to write”’ is added. He 
generalized pat a priority relation: 
est > readbegin end 
terequest; write e 
th (writerequest; write), readbegin emd 
(readbegin; read), write end 
In this case the sequence readbeginpreparemess 
ce of preparemessage and readbegin are 
preparemessage.readbegin is not ! 
4.2. Jaanicki’s emantics r priority path systems [8] 
The first attempt to a formal definition of the meaning of ‘Y” was made by 
]. The second is due to Janicki [8]. is section we recall Janicki’s 
Let P = P, . . . P, be a generalized pat ) x Qps( P) is a relation satisfy- 
g the following conditions: 
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The relation < will be called a priority. Note, that the priority is not transitive, 
For every x E \lFS( P) let 
<u = < A (enabled(&) x enabled(&)). 
The relation < is said to be well-defined i 
&-I, VFS( P)) (‘da E 
W s the transitive closure of <. 
syntax by a generalized priority program we mean a sequence 
P= CP,. . .Pm where 
riority a, < b, , . . . , ah C bk epL 
finition of a priority relation <, P’ = Pt. . . PFI is a eneralized path and c is 
well defined on P’. 
We assume that Ops( P) = Ops( P’), VFS( P) = VFS( P’) etc. The semantics for path 
systems with a priority relation is constructed similarly as for a system without 
prior1 ty. 
By VFS, ( P) Janicki denotes a set oj vector firing sequences for a path system with 
a priority relation. Let enabled,(g) denote the set of operations enabled under priority 
semantics at a, i.e. 
enabled&) = (a la E enabled(g) & (Vb E enabled(x) -ta < b)}. 
For every x E VFS, (P), a set of operation A is said to be concurrently enabled under 
priority semantics at & ifl 
AE Enabled(g) and (Va E A) (Vb E enabled(z)) la < b. 
This condition means that there is no action enabled at x that has lower priority 
than another action enabled to fire at this x. 
ne family of sets of operations concurrently enabled under priority semantics 
at g is denoted by Enabled, (3): 
Enabled,(x)={AIAEEnabled(& & (VaE A VbEenabledtx) =<b)). 
Let S,, C, c Vops( P)* x Vops( P)* be the followi 
xS, u_:e((3a~enabled,(x)) y=g), - 
XC, y :e (@AC En&bled.-(x)) y =A). - 
The relations S, and C, are tailed, respectively, sequential and concumm reach- 
ability in one step under the priority semantics. 
As mentioned above, the behaviour of a priority system is denoted by V 
VFS,( P) is the set of vectors of strings defined as follows: 
VFS<(P)={& CT g). 
Sometimes a path system with the priority relation can create 
is .not closed under the prefix operatio 
VFS,( P) c Pref(VFS,( P)). 
aviour w 
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For instance the priority in Example 4.1 is per i&i’s se tics and the 
following holds: 
VFS, (P) f Pref( V 
Other examples of 
constructed. 
emrating the be osed under prefix can be 
We have here E_, g9 _ac~ VFS, (P), but _c # VFS (a) although r E Peef(ac). 
path 6, c end 
The triple (a,, b, c) behaves as in Exarq., -IF 4.1, and the triple (a, 6, c) as in 
Example 4.2. 
osition theorem 
The priority relation can be very complicated, thus the characterization of the 
priority system’s propetry can be very dificuit and time-consuming. In this section 
a method of description of priority systems will be given. The method consists of 
the decomposition of the considered priority system on subsystems and the descrip- 
tion of the paths obtained. 
Each priority relation can be considered as the union of its subrelations, i.e. the 
union of relations which are contained in it. Each priority relation can be decomposed 
into its subrelations. For each such decomposition, the set of the priority path 
subsystems will be constructed. Thus the set of decompositions into the priority 
subsystems for each path system with he priority relation may be obtained. Each 
decomposition of the priority path is c nstructed for one deco 
relation. 
. For each priority relation < and each m > 0, the set {<I, . . . , c”‘} 
(1) <=ul”, Ci, 
(2) <‘iflfori=l,...,m, 
(3) <‘Z <j for i # j, 
Wil e ca &CO osition of t 
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If m = 1, then the decomposition is trivial: < = <I. 
For each decomposition (< ‘, . . . , < “’ > of well-defr‘ned priorit)* c on path 
m 1, < i is a we&defined priority relation on .!? 
roof. <’ is well-defined iff 
V~EVFS. (P) VaEOps(P) la (>:I’ a 
where 
>: = >’ n enabled( 3)‘. 
Let us assume that 
~~EVFS. (P) 3aEOps(P) a(::)‘a. 
But 
It’ 
<= 4. U 
i-1 
Hence for all x 
<,=(j -=I;. 
i-t 
From the above we obtain (< I>’ G < : and a <i a, which contradicts the assumpt 
of well-definition of <. q 
ion 
Let P = <P’ be a priority path system. 
efinition 5.3. For each decomposition (c’, _ . . , -P} of the priority <, the decom- 
position of priority path P = cP’ will be defined as follows: 
DP={P’,...,P”‘} 
where Pi := < i P’ is a priority subsystem, for i = 1,. . . , m. 
Let US denote the sets and the relations for elements P’ of the deco osition of 
priority path by 
Enabled,+), enabled,-l(x), SA, Cl, VFS 4 
. LetP=< ’ be a priority pat 
the priority relation < and DP, the corresponding deco 
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P. Then the following equations hold: 
(W&E VFS<[ P)) 
i=l 
(3) s, = fi SC@, j-t 
VFS<( P) = fi VFSJ P”). 
i=n 
f. ( 1) The set Enable4 defined as follows: 
Enabled&x) = (A (x) & (Vb E enable 
(Va E A) lb > a). 
x E VFS,( P) w have 
Enabled&) c Enabled(s). 
The set Enabled&) can be written e u~~a~e~t~y in the following way 
Enabled,(x)=Enabled(x)-{A)riEEnaDled(x)$r(3bEenabled(x)) 
(SaEA) (a, b)E<). 
The condition (a, b) E < is equivalent to the fcllowing: 
Using de Morgan’s law we obtain 
Enabled&) = Enabled((x) - 
I 
A 1 A E Enabled(x) 
abled( (3a E A) (a, b)e fi -8 
i=l 
= Enabled(x) - G {A IA E Enabled(x) 
i-l 
& (3b E enabled(&) (3a E A) (a, 6) E <‘} 
=fi (Enabled&-( E. Enabled(x) 
i=l 
b E enabled(x)) (3a E A) (a, b) c <’ 
m 
= n w. 
i=l 
21s 
(2) The set enabled,(x) was defined as llows: 
enabled,(&={alaEenabled(&) b E enAed(.x) (a, 6) $ c: il). 
The proof is similar to that of (1). 
(3) Let x~EVFS,(P) and (z,y)~S,. 
reachability relation S, we obtain- 
e de~niti~n of t 
(3a E Ops( P))a E enabled, (x) 
From (1) we have (Yi==f,...,m) amenable 
1 3**-9 m) (z, y) E S,) and of course - 
ence it turns out that ( 
So the following inclusions has been obtained: 
SE fi S<~. 
i : i 
The reverse inclusion should be proved. Let Vi = 1, . . . , m, (.x, y) E S, 1 and let y - g. 
ThenVi=l,..., m, a E enabled,(x). From ( 1) we obtain a: enaWed, (g). .- ence 
(z:,ykS,. 
(4) The proof is identical to that of (3), and is not repeated. The only difference 
is instead of a E enabled&) we take a set A E Enabled,-(x). 
(5) The set VFSJP) was defined in the following way: 
VFS,(P)=(xl&:x). 
From (4) we obtain 
= fi VFSJ P’). El 
i=l 
From the above theorem we ca conclude the folloviing. 
eorenl If there is a decomposition 
P = <P’ such that for each subsystem 
‘,-..,Pm} of the 
VFSJ Pi) = ref( VFS I( Pi )), 
then we have for the original system 
VFS,(P) = Pref(VFS( 
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The above theorem guarante 
wtlich fulfils the assumption, i.e. if eat 
oriky system also generates th 
kg example. 
P generates the total order; it is sequential 
. 
ich consists of two subsyste 
and for a’= I,2 
ref(VFS. g( P’)). 
ould we decom th system generating the 
set of vectors clos the decomposition such 
portents generates the set of vectors close under the prefix 
relation 
will define the simplest n pty priority relation, tk elementary 
.I. e priority relation t.vil e elemen&.q~ iff it contains only one pair 
of actions: 
(3a,bEOps(P)) <,=(&I). 
Of course each priority relation can be written as a union of its elementary priority 
subrelations 
m 
Two elementary priorities <i, <j! are opposed iff: 
(Va, hEOns(P))(<i .- =(a,b)&k~=(6,a)). 
t%o?ar k 3. The well-defined priority relation is asymmetric, hence eat 
enkentary Fiiority subrelations dre not 0 
Let P = < P’ be a well-defined priority system. 
It is obvious that the main theorem holds for the family of elementary subsystems. 
7. A proposal of semantics for 
On the basis of the main theorem and the decomposition of the priority into 
elementary s&relations, the new semantics for the priority path systems will be 
proposed. 
The definition of priority r c!;rtion is the same as in the Janicki’s semantics. 
efinition 7.1. The relation < C_ Ops( P) x Ops( P) is the prioriry in a path system ifi 
the foilowir _g ccqditions hold: 
(1) a<b*7h<a, 
(2) ad*(a,b)cexc. 
To describe ;he semantics, the priority is decomposed into the elementary 
priorities: 
and the path is decomposed into the elementary priority path subsystems. For each 
elementary priority subsystem, we define the set of actions enabled to fire in any 
state, similarly as in the Janic 
nition 7.2. For ce = (a, b) let 
Enabled. ,(x) = {A IA E Enabled(s) & (b E enabled(x) =+ a & A)}. 
Hence 
I Enabled( 3) if ace Enabled. &) = (X)9 Enabled(x) - ( b) otherwise. 
Let us denote PL = <L P’. The set V 
as in Section 3. The behaviour of 
defined using the behaviours of the family of elementary 
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efilmitors 7.3. The set of actions concurrently enabled to fire in path system with a 
pagority P = <P” is defined using the decomposition I<:, . . . , c,“} of the prioritp 
c by the intersection 
Enabled&) = fi Enabled&). 
i=l 
The reiations S, , C, and the sets en&) an VFS, (P) are the same as in Janic 
semantics. 
In the semantics described in this section the following equations hold: 
enabled&) = fi enabled -J(X), 
a-1 
(3) C-L = ?i c,:, 
i=l 
VFS,( P) = fi VFS,;( P:,. 
i=l 
Of course, Theorem 5.5 is true for the decomposirion into elementary priorities. 
Definition 7.5. The priority relation < is well-defined for path P ifl 
(VxUFS,(P)) enabled,(&f@. 
Corollary 7.6. The well-defined priority relation causes no deadlock of system’s actions 
if the path system is deadlock-free. 
The semantics proposed above is a real extension of Janicki’s semantics. It permits 
the situation when for some x E VFS,( P) there is such a E Ops( P) that a > f a, where 
> J = (enabled(x) x enabled(x)) n > . 
The following theorem is similar to the definition of set enabled,-(x) in Section 3. 
Theorem 7.7 
Enabled,(x) = {A E Ind( P) 1 Va E A Wb E enabled(x) la < b}. 
Let d(g) be the following set 
d(x)=(a~enabled(x)la >z a}. 
In each state x neither of the actions from the set d(x) can be fired: 
~~EVFS,(P) enabledJxe)nd(~)=@. 
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Conclusions 
The semantics proposed in this paper permits us to describe a wider class; of path 
systems with a priority relation than those of ShieId and Janicki. The main a 
is the simplicity of the system behaviour’s description. 
A system with elementary priority relation is much e 
elementary priority subsystems generate the partial order o 
under the prefix operation, so does the main system. The 
other properties of priority path expressions wilt e easier to prove by decomposition 
into elementary priority path expressions. 
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